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Instructions : (1) All Questions are compulsory. 

 (2) Illustrate your answers with neat sketches wherever necessary. 

 (3) Figures to the right indicate full marks. 

 (4) Assume suitable data, if necessary. 

 (5) Use of Non-programmable Electronic Pocket Calculator is permissible. 

 (6) Mobile Phone, Pager and any other Electronic Communication 

devices are not permissible in Examination Hall. 

  

 

     Marks 

1. Attempt any SEVEN of the following : 7 × 2 = 14 

 (a) Classify surveying based on instrument and object. 

 (b) Name the instrument used for setting out right angles. 

 (c) Define meridian and write different types of meridians. 

 (d) Why prism is provided in prismatic compass ? 

 (e) What is principle of chain surveying ? 

 (f) Draw conventional symbol for (i) Embankment (ii) Cutting 

 (g) State the situation where plane table is suitable. 

 (h) State the obstacles in chaining. 

 (i) What are the advantages of plane table survey ? 

 (j) State the principle of compass surveying. 
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2. Attempt any FOUR of the following : 4 × 3 = 12 

 (a) List the instrument required in doing chain and cross staff survey. 

 (b) Write the objects of surveying. 

 (c) What is meant by dip of magnetic needle ? 

 (d) Differentiate between long offsets and short offsets. 

 (e) State the primary divisions of surveying, explain in brief. 

 (f) Convert the following bearing into other relevant system : 

  (i) 140 40ꞌ  (ii)  S40 40ꞌE  (iii) N 6530ꞌ W  

 

3. Attempt any FOUR of the following : 4 × 3 = 12 

 (a) Find the angle between lines OA and OB if their respective whole circle 

bearings are 32 45ꞌ and 148 15ꞌ. 

 (b) The following observations were recorded in running a closed compass 

traverse :   

Line Fore bearing Back bearing 

AB 120 30ꞌ 300 30ꞌ 

BC 240 30ꞌ 62 0ꞌ 

CA 32 210 30ꞌ 

  Mention the station affected by local attraction work out corrected bearings. 

 (c) State the advantages of digital planimeter over polar planimeter. 

 (d) Explain in brief radiation method of plane tabling. 

 (e) State the meaning of (i) A scale of plan (ii) representative fraction. 

 (f) Which important point should be considerd in selecting survey station ?  
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4. Attempt any FOUR of the following : 4 × 3 = 12 

 (a) Enlist the accessories with their function used in plane table survey.  

 (b) Draw labelled sketch of polar planimeter.  

 (c) Describe graphical adjustment of closing error by Bowditch Rule. 

 (d) Define zero circle. 

 (e) Calculate the area of a figure from the following readings recorded by the 

planimeter with the anchor point inside the figure : 

  Initial Reading = 9.918, final reading = 4.254, M = 100 sq. cm., C = 23.521. It 

was observed that the zero mark on the dial passed the index one in 

anticlockwise directions. 

 (f) State any three causes of local attraction. 

_______________ 
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